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NEWSLETTER October 2019
FORTHCOMING EVENTS
November
Club Meeting: Wednesday 6th November – Annual General Meeting (AGM) + Pie and Peas.
Workshop Morning: Tuesday 19th November 10-12 noon.
December
Club Meeting: Wednesday 4th December – A talk by Pete Smith about his Norton Special Motorcycle.
Workshop Morning: Tuesday 17th December 10-12 noon.
CLUB MEETING: Wednesday 2nd September. ‘Bring and Brag’
Chairman Colin Bainbridge welcomed everyone to the club meeting which was the ‘Bring and Brag’ evening.
There were nine exhibitors.
• PEEMS Talk At The Mickle Hill Retirement Village.
Colin has spoken with the events co-ordinator at Mickle Hill and the date for the PEEMS talk has been set for
Wednesday 22nd January. This not only involves a talk but also a model display, and discussions with residents
about what the Club does. This is an afternoon event which starts at 2.30 pm, and the talk will last one to one and
half hours. This is an opportunity to interest people in the Club. Tea and coffee are provided.
• The Farmers Breakfast (2020)
In the new year PEEMS has been invited to give a talk to The Farmers Breakfast (TFB) which is a contact group for
senior/retired farmers in the area. They meet monthly in Amotherby. The coordinator for TFB has approached
PEEMS to give a talk. This will be quite a big event, as TFB tends to be around forty to forty-five people.
The date proposed for this event is Thursday March 5th 2020, from 10 - 11.45 am
• The Midland Model Engineering Exhibition On Saturday 19th October.
A reminder that Charles Hill has arranged a luxury mini bus to this exhibition. There is an early start at 7am.
The three pickup points are:
o Thornton le Dale bus stop
o Pickering ‘Eastgate’ carpark
o Old Malton opposite ‘The Royal Oak’.
As of the meeting, there were still some seats available. The contact is Charles Hill who is on the Members List
• Anson Museum Visit.
Since the last meeting, the club has visited the Anson Engine Museum in Poynton Cheshire. This was a superb day
out. Colin said that it fulfilled all his expectations.
Jim Everett who organised the visit had a few words to say.
Jim: When these sorts of trips are organised, everyone’s point of view is taken into account. I was always of the
opinion that a larger coach should be ordered for more comfortable trips. This time, that criteria resulted in a
49-seater coach. Within a few weeks the interest in the trip from PEEMS members and guests resulted in all
49 seats being taken. Then the numbers were down to 34 due to double bookings and cancellations. The
numbers then needed to be increased again.
43 people eventually went and the club has covered its costs. There were 17 club members and 26 guests.
The balance was in favour of the guests which is something the club needs to look at. This is particularly
relevant if the club wants to go on another excursion in the future. Five members invited the extra guests
(excluding wives and partners).

If and when PEEMS organises another event, members should try to bring guests along as it is a wonderful
opportunity to invite guests to join PEEMS.
Guests told me that the trip was excellent and were so glad to be invited.
The museum staff were incredibly helpful towards PEEMS. The dilemma was: should the visit be on a ‘public
day’ when the engines were running, or should the visit be on a ‘repair day’? On public ‘running days’ the
museum didn’t know how many ‘public visitors’ there would be, and how much attention ‘Club visitors’ would
get. The manager John suggested that the Tuesday ‘repair day’ would be better for the Club visit, as he could
arrange the staff to be available for questions. The museum went even further and had engines running that
they thought would be of interest to ‘Club visitors’.
I felt that as the museum had gone out of its way to accommodate the ‘Club visitors’, that PEEMS should make
a donation to the museum.
Seven members had already made individual donations at the museum. At the Club meeting sixteen members
(majority) voted for PEEMS to give a further donation to the museum. The amount to be donated will be decided at
the next committee meeting.
For one member, the day was enhanced by finding, at the museum, the very engine he had worked on during part
of his apprenticeship (of more later). It was in pieces and was due to be reconstructed.
The success of the day only came about by the hard work behind the scenes that Jim put into it, liaising with the
museum and coach company, and ringing around the membership rallying support and then confirming the details.
The Club thanked Jim for organising the trip by presenting him with wine and chocolates.
• The Railway.
The railway and its future were discussed at the last committee meeting, and it was decided that as the Club was
still supporting Welburn Hall School, one good summer event was needed to cover costs such as insurance,
storage etc. As Welburn Hall School still want the railway, PEEMS need to provide running and staffing for at least
one country show a year. This will be reviewed on a yearly basis.
Next year (2020) the railway will be operating as last year (2018). It is only through members turning up for events,
helping to assemble/disassemble the tracks and other infrastructure and driving the locomotive, that makes the
railway work. If the Club falls short of the required support, then the railway will have to be discontinued. The Club
did well this year both from the monetary income from The Ryedale Show and the turnout of members to support it.
Those who turned up put in a lot of effort. Colin thanked everyone who took part. Next year the railway will attend
Welburn Hall School and The Ryedale Show, both in July.
Question: One member asked that as the railway was only operating for one month a year could the insurance be
less.
Colin. The insurance covers up to twelve events a year, and can’t be changed. The club has approached another
insurer to see if the insurance could cover individual events, but this was not possible. PEEMS’ current insurer is a
specialist for model engineering societies.
• The Club Workshop.
The club workshop is currently being looked after by George Gibbs and John Powell, both of whom have expressed
a wish to relinquish the management. At the last meeting, Colin asked if anyone would like to take on the role, and
Jonathan Milner has offered his services. As and when a member would like to use the workshop, please contact
Jonathan to arrange time and access.
Colin thanked George and John for getting the workshop to the current useable state.
• The Annual General Meeting (AGM)
Colin wanted the remind everyone that the November Club meeting will be the AGM. There will be a ‘Pea and Pie’
supper.
Whilst there will be nominations for officers of the club, members are invited to put themselves forward.
There is still a need for a Deputy Chairman to take over the chairmanship from Jonathan in 2021. The Club is also
looking for a ‘Safety Officer’. In case anyone is put off by thinking they will have to take sole responsibility for this
role, Colin wanted to assure them they will be supported by the PEEMS committee. All the decisions will be borne
by the committee and it should be remembered that the Club is also covered by insurance.
• Workshop Content Sale.
As featured in the last newsletter the contents of a workshop are still for sale. There are many items.
Contact: Ted Fletcher.

• Rolls Royce Lectures.
There are still two Rolls Royce lectures for the remainder of the year:
ROLLS ROYCE Lectures At Derby 2019
For all Derby lectures:
Start:
Location:
Address:
.

17:15 hours
Derby
LDC, Wilmore Road, DE24 9BD

23rd October:

Roy Heathcote Memorial Lecture*: Folland Gnat Display Team.
Oliver Wheeldon Pilot Gnat Display Team.

6th November:

End of Year Lecture* Rolls Royce - Flying Test Bed.
Captn. Mark T Lewis, Rolls Royce Chief Test Pilot

*These lectures are subject to change; please check the heritage trust website for updates.
For a full range of Rolls Royce Lectures, and online booking, the website is:
https://www.rolls-royce.com/about/heritage-trust/heritage-trust-events.aspx
• PEEMS Display At Scarborough Library ~ Saturday 5th October 10am to 2pm
PEEMS was invited to provide a display of Club activities, as well as to answer questions from the public in
Scarborough Library. Several other local clubs and societies were also displaying their activities.
Four Club members were in attendance, Brian, Colin, Dave, and Ted.
This kind of event is very much in tune with what has been discussed in the committee, notably finding opportunities
where PEEMS can advertise themselves as a model engineering club to the community.

‘Bring and Brag’ Project Presentations
a) Brian Stephenson ~ Model Engine and Screw Cutting Device For Lathe Cross Slide.
The engine on display came from a drawing which had little pipes joining all the bits and pieces. According to Brian,
this looked like ‘nothing on Earth’. Brian thought that the engine could be improved. Instead of the pipe work, brass
components were made up. There are four simple motors running on one crank shaft, a pair to each journal. The
engine runs ‘very sweetly’ on compressed air.

Brian also brought a screw cutting tool. He found this in a magazine and he thinks this is the best tool he has ever
made. This tool greatly improves the screw cutting process by simplifying the actions needed, and eliminates the
risk of forgetting the cross-slide setting.during thread cutting. With this tool holding the piece on the lathe, the
position of the cut will be indicated on the dial, so that the operator doesn’t have to remember the position of the
piece if he has to leave the job at any time. This is especially important when backlash has to be taken account of.
To see the engine running please click the following link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BLPB3adWzHM

To return to the newsletter please click the back arrow at the top left hand of the screen.

b) Tony Leeming ~ Boiler Kit For A ‘Speedy’ Locomotive.
Tony is in the process of building the boiler for his ‘Speedy’ locomotive. He was fortunate to pick up a ‘Blackgates’
boiler kit from Les Hulme. Les had had the kit for ages, and was delighted at the price offered.
With regard to the component A below, there was an error on the drawing relating to the hole positions for the boiler
tubes. Colin had told Tony about the error after he had drilled the holes. Fortunately ‘Blackgates’ knew about the
error and had ‘spotted’ the holes correctly.

Component A

c) Paul Windross ~ Steam Engine For A Motor Bike Or Three-Wheeler.
Paul showed the fuel and water pumps at last July’s Mike Sayers Trophy evening and he showed the cylinder
block at last year’s ‘Bring and Brag’.
Now Paul brought the assembly of the cylinder block and pumps. The crankshaft is ready to be fitted, it just
needs to be lined up. The barrels and pistons are now complete. The pumps have been checked with a gauge
and hold pressure at 1,000lb. The larger components are taking some time to manufacture, but it’s now just a
question of putting it together and tidying it up.

d) Ted Fletcher ~ Various Self Manufactured/Modified Tools
Ted brought in three tools that he had either modified or assembled himself.
• Height Gauge
Ted bought this digital vernier a number of years ago for a few pounds. The display
didn’t work, and it wouldn’t turn off, so the battery had to be taken out every time.
Ted modified it as a height gauge. He took it to pieces and found it quite tricky to put it
back together again.because it needed cleaning underneath.
It works really well as a height gauge now measuring in metric and imperial units.

• Band Saw Blade Splicing Jig

Ted used to break band saw blades or wear them out. He decided to make a jig to hold the blade while he splice
jointed either the ends of the blade itself, or inserted a new section. The ends of the sections to be joined are
chamfered first with a belt sander, one way for the first section and the other way for the adjoining section. The two
ends would be held overlapping in the jig, with heating applied below. The joint is then silver soldered with thin wire
solder, and then allowed to cool off.
The blade Ted brought in had been repaired four times. There have been a few failures, but in general the repaired
blades work well. The blade had to be 64¼” long which Ted had marked on a wall as a guide.

• Circuit Board Cutter.
Ted works on circuit boards from time to time. These composite boards are difficult to cut with a junior hacksaw, and
tend to damage the teeth. Tile cutters leave a poor edge.
Ted saw a cutter for circuit boards on YouTube, and decided to build one for himself. Parts were taken from a
photocopier, there were bits of brass, and a 9 volt motor from a cordless drill with the gearbox removed. He bought
50mm cutter disks off e-Bay. He also built a holder. It works well.
The following video shows the cutter in operation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lWpulRlBt0k

To return to the newsletter please click the back
arrow at the top left hand of the screen.

e) Mel Doran ~ Atkinson Differential Engine Model

A
B
Mel has displayed his Atkinson Cycle Engine at the Doncaster Show in the last two years. When he was on the
stand, he was approached by someone who said there was no-one at the show with an Atkinson Differential Engine
(ADE). At the Harrogate Show there was always someone there with an ADE.
Mel hadn’t cut metal for a year, and realised he had some sketch plans for the ADE and when he came back to the
Doncaster Show on the Sunday, he started buying bits and pieces. Mike said it should be ready for the next show,
and it had to run smoothly. Mel’s doing his best!

Atkinson invented his Atkinson Cycle Engine in 1882 to get around Nikolaus Otto’s patents, and did that by
producing an engine which would perform two short strokes (induction/compression) and two long strokes
(power/exhaust), all in one revolution of the crankshaft.
Mel’s ADE model incorporates the stroke cycles above. There will be a horizontal cylinder with a piston at both
ends between A and B in the previous photograph.

To see the animation click on the link to
the Wikipedia web site below
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atkinson_cycle
To return to the newsletter please click the
back arrow at the top left hand of the screen

The ‘pump piston’ on the left draws in an air/petrol mix. The ‘working piston’ on the right compresses the air/petrol
mix which is then ignited with a spark plug.
The engine has a flyball governor on the crankshaft and the governor operates a lever which works a microswitch
to cut off the power to the spark plug. That is the governing system
The working arm transfers power into the linkage.
Both valves are spring loaded. The inlet valve is operated by the working arm which opens it for induction and it
then closes and the exhaust port is then uncovered by the piston.
Hopefully it will all be running for the next Doncaster Show.
Question: What is the advantage of that design, and why aren’t we still using it?
Mel: Actually, we are still using it. If you go to the Wikipedia web site above, you will find a list of modern
vehicles which use the Atkinson Cycle principle (including Hybrids). Honda, Toyota and Kia are producing small
cars with three cylinders working on the Atkinson principle and producing 85 mpg. The Atkinson Cycle is fuel
efficient, because there is only a short induction with a long power stroke. With the Otto Cycle all the strokes are
the same and at the bottom of the stroke the exhaust valve opens letting power out of the cylinder.
Modern cars are applying a better application of the Atkinson Cycle than Mel’s model, using valve control etc.
For your interest, there is a working ADE model at this link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFvRwdKgGNU
f) David Hampshire ~ Scale Model Of The Leek and Manifold Railway Hulme End Station.
David used to holiday in the Peak District both walking and cycling. He was fascinated
by The Cromford and High Peak Railway. This particular railway was built like a canal.
It had straight sections and then the wagons were pulled up the six incline planes
along its length to the next straight section with stationary steam engines and lifting
devices. There were a lot of sidings off to quarries. It was a beautiful piece of civil
engineering. There is still one engine and lifting device remaining, which is run by a
group of volunteers. They run it once a month on a Sunday. To show how efficient this
system was in pulling cables, they run it off a vacuum cleaner.
The term “hanger on” comes from the man who used to wrap the leather straps on the
wagon hooks around the cable which pulled it up.

There is another railway in the Peak District known as The Leek and Manifold Railway
which David has also walked and cycled. This railway was interesting in that it was a
narrow-gauge railway, that was going to go from Leek in Staffordshire, across the Peak
District to Buxton in Derbyshire (which it never reached). It was narrow gauge, but took
full scale wagons on the rails by a “piggy-back system” The loading ramps can still be
seen today where the full-scale wagons were loaded onto the narrow-gauge transporter
wagons **. The track is now a walking and cycling path.
** https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transporter_wagon

Forty years ago, David built a station to go with his garden railway in Norfolk (which can be seen in a Sky television
series). David modelled this station on a station on the Scottish West Highland Line. It is an interesting station
building because it has wing guards at each end to protect people on the platform, and it also has bay windows.
David built this station building model over quite a time, because every piece of the model was jointed properly at
the scale of the model. This was quite difficult to do. It could stay together without glue. It stood in the garden for
forty years and never came indoors. It was buried in snow a number of times and was subject to rain and sun. It
was re-roofed twice. It was getting a bit “tatty”, so David wanted to bring it in, in order to do it up. He picked it up and
it fell to pieces in his hands. He couldn’t repair it so made a decision at the beginning of the year to build a new
station building. He found an advert in The Railway Modeller Magazine which showed a suitable kit.
When the Leek and Manifold Railway was built, it wasn’t completed as aforementioned. This station, Hulme End
was supposed to be an intermediate station on the line, but it ended up as a terminus. David hasn’t seen it in reality,
but has been rebuilt to its former glory. Half of it is a toilet block and half a museum. The model station (below) is a
laser cut kit. All David had to do was paint and assemble it. It is not left in the garden now, even though it is water
proof.

g) Mike Sayers ~ Model Of A 1927 1500cc Delage Engine.
For the last twenty years, Mike has been ‘messing around’ with old Bentleys. After the Doncaster Show, he said
“that’s it, I want to start something else”. Prior to that he had seen his next project. It was a 1927 Grand Prix winning
Delage with a 1500cc engine. This was a car/engine combination which won every Grand Prix in 1927. Not only did
it win every Grand Prix, but sometimes it came in 1st, 2nd and 3rd. The engine was only 1500cc with eight cylinders,
a supercharger, and twin overhead cams on roller bearings. Mike thought it would be a really good challenge.
https://www.brooklandsmuseum.com/explore/our-collection/cars/gp-delage-Prix

Mike brought in the first part of the engine. Like the Bentley he has started with the supercharger. This is an
interesting self-contained component. It has been difficult to make, but has turned out quite well.

The accompanying drawing was used to solve the co-ordinates of the shapes of the rotors inside. The rotors
inside are similar to those on the Bentley, with an involute shape, but different in proportion. Whereas Mike knew
what the shape of the rotors were in the Bentley, for the Delage, he had to design them from scratch.

Please note the number of gears in the engine which are run
on ball or roller bearings.

Question: What scale are you making this?
Mike: The scale has been dictated by the gears. There are gear drives to camshafts, supercharger drive ,
magneto, water pump, oil pumps and scavenge pump – 21 gears in total. In full size, these are 2.5 module,
therefore, to avoid the necessity to make special cutters, I decided to make all the gears 1 module which represents
40% scale or 1:2.5 .
The coupling gears you see on the supercharger are 0.5 module with 48 teeth each and because of the fine
clearance between the rotors inside the supercharger the gears need to have virtually no backlash.
I made the first set to standard tooth depth, i.e. 2.25mm x the module number, in this case 0.5, therefore 1.125mm
deep. This produced gears with too much backlash. Two further sets were made progressively reducing the depth
of cut until a pair of gears ran smoothly with no backlash.
These gears were cut using a standard 0.5 module number 3 milling cutter, cutting one tooth at a time. Very time
consuming. I am, therefore, converting my old Shaublin milling machine so that I can generate the gears using a
hobbing cutter.
This is a continuous process and, once set and started, will work unattended leaving me free to do other things.
For each rotor there is a twin ball race at the drive end, and a single ball race at the other end.
I have been very fortunate to have been allowed complete access to a full-size engine that’s in pieces at
Brooklands. They’ve been very good in that they’ve allowed me to measure and photograph all the engine
components.
Question: Would you say that because the capacity of the full-size engine is only 1500cc, and because it has eight
cylinders, each piston is quite small?
Mike: Each full-size piston has a 55.8mm bore. For the model that is 22.32mm.
Question: Could you tell us what the stroke is? Is it a “square” engine?
Mike: The full-size engine has a 76mm stroke (in the model 30.4mm). The interesting thing about this engine is
that in 1927, it had could sustain a constant 7000 rpm throughout a race with a red-line at 8,000 rpm and it ran at
that speed regularly. Generally this high rpm was unheard of in other engines of the time.
It has a 9 plate clutch. It is a superb engine. Everything is hardened, ground and runs on ball and roller bearings.
There are 62 ball and roller bearings in the engine itself.
Question: Are there roller bearings in the Big-Ends?
Mike: Yes. Full size they are about 7mm. There are 10 rollers on each of the main bearings, 8 rollers on the BigEnds, and 7 rollers on the cam shaft bearings. The rollers run directly on the crank. There isn’t a bearing
assembly, it is just a split aluminium cage containing the rollers.
The Rod-Eyes are hardened and ground out as are the Big-Ends. The rollers just fill the gap.
Question: What is the compression ratio?
Mike: 8:1 and there’s 10lb of supercharger boost. It ran on a Benzol/Petrol mix.
Question: Is it still a conventional lubrication system?
Mike: No, it isn’t. It’s quite a low-pressure system, almost a ‘jet lubrication’ system. The crank shaft has full circle
webs with a ‘V’ shaped annular groove around the outer face. Oil is sprayed into these grooves and is flung out by
centrifugal force into the Big-End bearings.
There is a row of hatches at the bottom of the engine. These hatches can be removed and there are needle valves
which control the oil to each area.
It is a dry sump system using three pumps. One pump supplies oil to the crank and Big-Ends, the second pump
supplies oil to the ancillaries such as the cam shaft and timing gears. There is also a ‘Scavenging’ pump which
pumps the oil back through a filter to the oil tank. All are fitted into a housing in the lower sump.
Question: How are the cylinders lubricated?
Mike: They are lubricated by ‘splash’, but not very much. There are plates at the top of the crankcase with just a
slot in so the rod can poke through, so it keeps a lot of oil out of the cylinders, it just gets in there as a mist, a bit
like the Austin Seven.

h)

David Proctor ~ Aeroplane Rocking Horse

Whilst David is currently ‘tooling up’ in order to seriously cut metal, he thought PEEMS might be interested in a
project he has recently completed, which is an aeroplane rocking horse inspired partly by Ivan Shaw’s ‘Personal’
Aircraft G-SEKA, which has been featured in the PEEMS newsletter.
This rocking horse is for his one year old granddaughter and has the registration G-IVY for obvious reasons.

It was made from European oak using hand tools and assembled using A2 stainless steel bolts.
Like Ivan’s aircraft, the centre of gravity is critical, and the ‘fuselage’ was shortened to achieve efficient operations.
The result is excellent as it rocks twenty times before stopping. Also inspired by Ivan’s aircraft is the ‘screen shot’ of
the Garmin digital display in the ‘cockpit’.
Anson Museum: David was delighted to be reunited with the Doxford engine he had worked on at the South
Shields Technical College Apprentice School. For forty years this engine was used to train marine engineers from
all over the world. As reported, it was in pieces, but was being reassembled at the museum. David remembers it as
being smooth running.
The Doxford is the only remaining engine of its type in the World.
There are more details about the Doxford, its history and the plans to reassemble it at The Anson Museum here:
http://www.enginemuseum.org/doxford.html
i) Peter Bramley ~ Improvement To PEEMS Railway Coupling
Peter has given a lot of thought to the couplings between the locomotive and the two passenger carriages of the
PEEMS railway.
Peter thought that by introducing a joint rotating around the longitudinal axis of the coupling, any tendency of the
coupling to permanently deform in rotation during operations would be prevented.
The coupling consists of two parts which rotate against each other. The rod through the two parts reacts tension
and compression, but allows rotation. There is a large collar between the two parts to stop rubbing. There is also a
stop pin to prevent anyone unscrewing the coupling deliberately or inadvertently, thus allowing it to be pulled apart.

j)

Wooden Mockup

Some Notes From Paul Windross
• Flash Steamer Hydroplane
I have finally said goodbye to my record Flash Steamer the new owner is a past flash steam record holder so he
knows what is involved.
All the spares etc. went as well, I didn’t realise how much has been made.
I always made batches of spares, for example, piston rings, connecting rods, pistons and many other parts.
Three steam generators, burner bodies plus a record set up database and notes on engine rebuild were included.
I am sure with the correct set up, speeds exceeding 130mph are achievable.
• Elvington
An update of Elvington official ACU (Autocycle Union) and FIM (Fédération Internationale de Motocyclisme) record
attempts.
Wind conditions were not perfect and the outstanding record was Zef Eisenburg on an electric motorcycle, a
machine that was ridden at the TT.
Sadly in June, the rider Daley Mathison was killed in a TT race on the Isle Of Man. His wife and daughter watched
Zef break the ACU record.
Flying mile result attempts included the flying quarter mile and flying kilometre at the same time.

Contact:
If you would like to contribute to the Newsletter, the contact is:
Nevile Foster Tel 01751 474137 or e-mail nevf123@outlook.com

